It’s a fact that organizations make the best business decisions when given the most up-to-date information. Nautilus Web Services Publishing from Fiserv facilitates point-and-click “no coding” integration between Nautilus and your other business critical systems. This allows external users to access Nautilus data and content from many third-party applications with ease and confidence.

Having information at your fingertips right when you need it helps build efficiency and promotes more informed business decision making. Nautilus Web Services Publishing offers point-and-click integration between your Nautilus application and other critical third-party business systems—minimizing custom integration expense and time. The solution improves data accuracy and reduces the need for re-keying of information by exchanging data on a system level.

Nautilus Web Services Publishing helps expedite better decisions by delivering immediate access to the most up-to-date information. And, because users remain in their familiar business applications, training costs are virtually eliminated while user adoption is quick and painless.

**Practical Applications for Multiple Users**

- **End Users**: Users of third-party business applications can access content and data stored in Nautilus without leaving their familiar application screens. For instance, a custom query could be displayed alongside the data record so that users can view related documents. The users can more easily assess all information related to the task at hand.

- **Nautilus Administrators**: A system administrator can easily create web services using a point-and-click interface. This enables non-technical administrators and business analysts to facilitate integration with third-party applications. As an example, a system administrator can create a web service that would update the keywords on a document in Nautilus with data from the business application.

- **Business Application Developers**: Without requiring knowledge of native Nautilus

---

**Intuitive by Design**

Web services are configured in Nautilus, and once published, can be installed on a Microsoft Windows IIS web server. Business applications then access Nautilus functionality at the system level through secure web services.
APIs, third-party business application developers can write to standardized (SOAP or REST) web services for access to Nautilus. Integration activities – like the transfer of output documents to be stored in Nautilus – can be easily facilitated.

**The Fiserv Advantage**

Nautilus Web Services Publishing is part of a powerful set of enterprise content management solutions designed for Nautilus from Fiserv. With Nautilus, you can create, organize and control access for all types of content across your business from a single interface. Nautilus Web Services Publishing helps your organization manage the access of data between Nautilus and other third-party applications for a more seamless work flow.

**A User-Friendly Interface**

In the graphic above, a new web operation is being created within Nautilus to update AutoFill keysets.

**Key Benefits**

- **A point-and-click wizard** allows any administrator to easily create web services for consumption by third-party applications
- **Cloud-ready standardized web services** make it easy to exchange data with hosted business applications
- **Nautilus interacts in real time** with the business application for:
  - Keyword maintenance: AutoFill keysets and keywords on a document can be updated from a business application
  - Electronic Forms: Can be automatically created, examined and updated in Nautilus from the business application
  - Workflow: Can be initiated, advanced or updated from the business application
  - Document Import: Documents can be uploaded directly to Nautilus along with indexing information
  - Search: Results can be displayed in the application interface and document access can be given via a hyperlink

**Connect With Us**

For more information about Nautilus Web Services Publishing, call 800-872-7882, email ReplyECM@fiserv.com or visit www.fiserv.com.